Central Highlands
Regional Assembly
2018
This is an unedited version of comments
provided by participants at the Assembly

14th June 2018

Our Assembly Purpose
To update on our collective progress over the past 12 months
and to dig deeper on our regional priorities.

During the Assembly participants left a range of feedback across five topics.
These notes are an unedited record of the comments participants made.
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top of mind
At the start of our assembly participants offered some comments on ‘What was on their mind coming to the event’

Fed Uni - Australia’s centre of
Renewable Energy Training

What our future holds
Youth and support for vulnerable

Connect with local community

youth

Action over more research / stop

Digital connectivity and adoption

the talk fest / let the community do

We need to be Australia’s first

Listening and learning

Hydrogen City

How we create the opportunities

Action to stop littering and have

for our young people so that they

pride in community

successfully transition to a full
time career that utilities their full
potential
Maintaining the standard of our
services in the regions, health,

Refugee men shed
How transitioning to lower
emissions intersects with health more walking & cycling, more public

education etc

transport, transitioning diesel trains

Nice pizza

from petrol & diesel to electricity

Collaborative responses to our

Listening to locals and their views

challenges
Affordable housing innovation
Funding and media on drug
education as a preventative
measure.
The role of education in all of the
main topics
Public transport and more facilities
in rural areas
Future of our community
Management of recycling waste in
Ballarat

and buses (and people’s cars) away

Food security
Supporting our government schools
Hydrogen city hub
What is the future of the region?
How fast is it going to grow over the
next 20 years? What are we doing to
change things now?
How do we really overcome
homelessness
How can I help in achieving the best
outcome for the community
Improving Educational outcomes
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Caring for vulnerable people.
What can we do to shift a cultural
perspective on homelessness?
Training for renewable energy jobs
To know what my future will look
like
Local councils ripping off people via
car parking charges
What facilities are available for
youth
Utilizing what the connection
between regional Victoria and what
the government has to offer
Building a health culture
Constructive ideas not just criticism
Health
Obesity prevention
Poor Internet and mobile service
Footy particularly women’s and girls
active sport
Securing jobs and opportunities for
young people in the regions
Supporting the Wendouree
community
Energy and digital connectivity
Revitalization of Ballarat CBD with
regulation change
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How do we support the growth

Innovation

To learn and add to my knowledge

Youth homelessness

base
It would give me insight on the
issues that are in my shire and other
shires, it would also help older and
younger generations exchange
knowledge
Small rural towns with less than
1,000 who would like to be
sustainable
Let’s have an honest conversation

To understand the issues better
How progress on prevention is
progressing

generations
Dream big
Education of health
To respect the traditional owners of
the land

Jobs
Housing security in crisis
What young people think
Older apprentices

about obesity

Ballarat a Hydrogen City

Active living and a healthy region

Will the prevention lab work be

To find a lasting solution to

Contributing views from all

sustained

Prevention
The joy of free parking
Fast rail is appalling compared to
Japan. Can’t we please copy the
Japanese?
Hydrogen city
Migration & settlement in the region

homelessness in our region

To improve local communities and

Hydrogen City first for Australia

occurring today

Youth mental health

Connection to communities

Different issues for small regional

Opportunities for young people

To listen and learn from the wise
adults in the room to think about
the future
Youth empowerment
Voice of youth can be heard
I want to understand the differences
between areas in our region
Hearing from others

gain insight to the major issues

communities vs Regional Cities
Road through Vic park
Community benefit from the
large energy infrastructure spend
happing in our region that goes past
jobs and renewables?
Agriculture - supporting our
producers
Health and fitness

Awesome video

It seemed interesting
Great instructions Keith!
Developing the circular economy
Looking for a community response
to homelessness
To get my opinion heard
Support for the proposed renewable
energy training centre

Training
Energy and digital connectivity
Local knowledge and listening
Health of adult
Listening
Local people making local decisions
for the future
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energy
Graffiti Wall
Participants offered a number of insights in the Energy market place as follows:
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energy.

Ballarat - the Asia
Pacific centre for
renewable energy
training.
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Dream big hydrogen city.
Battery technol
ogy
needed.

Awareness.

Strong
intervention.
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Renewables provide
great opportunities
for this region.

Will
Will we find new source
of energy.
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energy
booklet
Participants offered feedback on questions raised in this topic:

1. What stands out for you from the information you’ve received
and the conversations you’ve participated in so far?
We can do this - our region is well placed to lead this.

We need to keep driving (through GNET) more
projects to position Ballarat and region as renewable

Lack of knowledge / interest in bio energy.

energy centre. Ballarat - Australia’s first hydrogen
city. Fed Uni - Asia pacific purpose built training

Progress is being made towards zero emission.

facility for renewable energy industry. BWEZ - The

We are making progress.

green credential centre of business + industry.

That renewable energy is much more useful than non

Our planning laws need to catch up with

renewable sources such as coal.

environmentally sustainable design.

Investment is needed to support vision around

Better technology will likely be the conversation - 5

energy. Strong appetite to be ambitious. Leadership

years.

shown in region. Move from last years position in
renewable energy.

We have the Macro and Micro (house) sound but what
about connected + sharing streets + neighborhoods?

The desire to see more long term solutions to
renewable energy - i.e. undercurrent economic + the
flow on to education + training providers, small scale
manufacturing and the like.

Training for young people in rural areas. Wind farm
technician need to be trained at Tafe they can be
followed up at University if they would like to increase
their knowledge or further their education in this

Community action - lack of knowledge on knowledge

field.

gaps.
There is lots of different ideas.
The lack of insight people in the community have
about renewable energy options.
That there is an absolute need for natural renewable
energy training centre.
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2. What community benefits would you like to see from the
Central Highlands Region’s move to a low carbon economy (other
than cheaper and reliable renewable electricity)?
Better for our planet - feeling of pride - clean energy,
air, water, soil.

Bulk buying of equipment to decrease costs.
Training in the area of renewable energy.

Jobs - Trade + training and qualifications.

Regional growing, livable + sustainable because we’ve

Additional income for farmers producing energy less
smoke green burning. Use U.S.A fuels for schools
model.
Community facilities all low carbon - lower costs to
the community.

adapted early to a low carbon economy.
Jobs - ongoing - not just construction.
An absolutely greener (visually) region - more trees,
vegetation in the landscape. Energy independent
small communities.

Cleaner air.

Community projects offered to the community via

Stop killing the environment - get to live on earth for

money for sustainable projects - bottle collection

longer - Mars doesn’t have enough trees for me to

refunds money given to community groups - older

want to live there.

programs e.g. steel collection , batteries, money given
back to the communities.

More solar energy being used.
Jobs , jobs + jobs. Training school + avenue to enter

Jobs / research setting an example for other regions.

the industry.
Jobs, better education options - higher skilled
workforce - flow on a business to small towns + local
business.
Building the capacity + adaptability of the energy - in
the longer term.
Innovative techniques.
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3. People who generate, store and use renewable energy at their
home/premises can trade and share electricity with others in the
community. What do you see as the biggest benefits of, or barriers
to, trading and sharing electricity?
Infrastructure - physical - dig networks -

Is the system in place to capture + use all the energy

Understanding of how, what etc..

being generated.

Appropriate regulation to manage safety of

If people generate own energy less people will be on

installations - Monetizing the commodity at small

the grid + network costs will be shared by fewer - this

level reduces speed spend on whole of community

is a challenge.

infrastructure.

The current regulatory and ownership roles /

Capacity sector and availability of wind + solar.

structures.

Storage cost make both technologies very expensive.
Biomass CHP + district heating system can be

Need large storage batteries in each community.
More renewables on every community building.

economic.

Regulation / knowledge.

Business and less cost.
There is less needed for one community.
Knowledge base.
Benefits: cost effective, local solutions. Challenges:
reliability + distribution issues.
A more efficient system - is it cost effective?
Uneducated community - cost.
Fair pricing to people feeding back into grid.. Support
to companies like DC power Co.
Community buy in.
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4. How interested would you be in investing in larger, communityowned, renewable energy generation like solar or wind farms
and accessing electricity supplied directly from these assets?

Already sig investing - Hepburn wind, provide solar

It is key part if my local assists future but it’s a

energy for everyone please.

commodity to be managed carefully not to be

How does this impact on family budget? Return of
investment.

universally available.
Solar power on all community buildings, can then be
put back into the community.

As above, biomass CHP delivers largest benefit to
local community at lowest cost.

Wouldn’t work where I can live.

I’d love to but pensioners don’t have the cash.
This would be wonderful but the cost factor must
be taken into consideration. How much are people
willing to pay?
I’m so keen I think this would be awesome but I am
not an adult so I am unable to invest in this.
While I do approach shared resources, it depends on
who uses it e.g. one person uses more energy.
Why not? If the business can stack up.
Very interested. (several same response)
Not sure I really understand.
The way of the future - bring it on!
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An indication of how people are feeling with the
overall directions for this theme are…				
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
loathe It

lament It

live with It

like It

love It

We would be more comfortable if…				
Give bio energy same support as wind + solar.

Still somewhat skeptical it is a political process driven

Try encourage this to people. We must save our planet
for the future generations.
People being more educated about possible solution
and problems e.g. Hydrogen cars are quite impractical
due to hydrogen being hard to store.

by government self interest but has to be heard none
the less.
Tafe courses in regional areas to attract locals to
become technicians in these fields of work.
More realistic goals and ambitions.

Back local leaders in this area.

comfort levels
I love It

I am 80-100% comfortable with this option.
Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I am very happy.

I like It

I am 60-80% comfortable with this option.
Some small changes required but I am mostly happy.

I can
live with It

I am 40-60% comfortable with this option.
Some changes are required but I can accept it as it is.

I will
lament It

I am 20-40% comfortable with this option.
There are lots of changes required.

I loathe It

I am 0-20% comfortable with this option.
It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working at all.
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homelessness
Graffiti Wall
Participants offered a number of insights in the Homelessness market place as follows:
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Perhaps European
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Should we make our
homes and communities
more inclusive so people
don’t feel they have to
leave home. How can we
increase motivation to
make change?
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All new hou
development musistng
% social housing leave
rec:
planning permisto
sion.

How can we help?

Homele
ss sh
commuelter run by
nity.

Encou

There is no long term
homelessness.

Family.
Food + water.

School program - food
prep - delivery.

More social housing.
tion
Early interven
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- invest in pro.
factors

sing.
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rage co
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3 tiered approach
uick
intervention / qn
ce for
response / assiseltaessness.
long term hom

How can we help
improve this? Which
services?

Help towards all projects
that raise the issue.

About available services
for people with homes
about homelessness.

Pets.

homelessness
Homele
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behindness can happ
closed d
e
oors. n

Trai

ning

Communities.

Substance use is not
as big of an issue as
domestic violence.

s couldh
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finanices with you
famil children.

Everyone to have

long term rentals.

skills.
More shelters facilities.

Need to move away
from ‘band aid fixers’
and focus on raising
awareness + shifting
cultural attitude.

Look at models from
others that are having an
impact.
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booklet
Participants offered feedback on questions raised in this topic:

1. What stands out for you from the information you’ve received
and the conversations you’ve participated in so far?
Young people’s voice should

from domestic violence and

of homelessness were 0 - 18 years

be listened to and included in

relationship issues.

of age.

homelessness in our region.

There are different types of

Not even remotely enough money!

homelessness and the stigma is

We need to address the structural

Statistic that 26% of people aged 0-18

often wrong.

determinate, gender, violence, racial

finding community solutions for

are homeless, 16% are under the age
of 12. *Clarification: Of the 22,773 people
experiencing homelessness in Victoria 26%

That the largest percentage of
homeless people in Victoria are

discrimination etc. That finding this
is insulting to the importance of this
issue.

are aged 0 - 18 yrs.

aged 0-18. Just because you
cannot see it, it doesn’t mean it

The multi faceted elements to who

26% of homeless people are under

doesn’t exist.

are homeless.

The age groups.

The impact of high rent. The time

18.
The statistics and the reasons why.

Some of the statistics in the

Surprised with the statistics+ number

homeless section were very

of homeless.

surprising.

It is a very important conversation

The quantum of the problem.

and just a small part of socialization very surprised it is the focus of CHRP
(although big issue + very important).
Family violence. Housing afford-

Concern for the issue - range of
suggestions for options to address
issue.
The extent of the wicked

There is no clear understanding of

community.

in our region.
The portion of homeless who are
young and how homelessness is so
much more than the stereotype of an
man on the street.
That there are different types of
homelessness and 33% of it is

problem effects all sectors of the

The amount of people homeless
in VCC.
That being homeless is so close
to everyone without a support
network. We could all find
ourselves homeless.
I found it very harrowing that 26%

Central Highlands Regional Assembly 2018

housing.
Need to tackle the cause of the
trauma that led to the person being
homeless.
The problem with homelessness
isn’t the lack of housing it’s a much
bigger picture.

ability.

the sense of the homeless population

that people have to wait to get

14th June 2018

Lack of presentation - early
engagement.
Why aren’t we doing houses first
now?
26% of homeless people are under
18 years of age. 33% of homeless
cases are due to domestic abuse.
31% are due to drug abuse.
Huge concern in our community
about this issue.
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2. What are the ways we, the whole community, can respond to
the current challenge of homelessness in our region?
Community to gather around
homeless people in their area
to provide holistic support +
mentor roles.

Crisis centre for people
experiencing from violence. Stop
it at its root causes. More crisis
housing + dedicated services.

Easier access to housing. More
agreeable payments for younger
people.

Embrace that the issue is a whole
community one. One we all have
to own.

Creating a connection between
school and accommodation
considering 26% of homeless
people are of school age.

Reduce stigma and be considerate
- could help them get jobs and
break the cycle.

Supply affordable
accommodation and larger
leases. Provide boys homes and
girls homes for kids that have
been kicked out. Build more
homeless shelters.
Call on the community for
people prepared to provide
temporary free accommodation
for certain homeless groups match volunteers with nearby
people.
We need to work together better.
It’s hard to solve homelessness
, in the meantime we need to
stop making life harder for
the homeless. Hostile urban
designs like street furniture that
stop people lying down is just
appallingly cruel and even a cent
spent on this is wasted should
be redirected to services for the
homeless.

Be nice to each other and help
others when needed. Reduce the
stigma!
Reduce stigma. Be considerate.
Reduce stigma -- create awareness
- be kind don’t discriminate.
We can provide people with more
support.
We can provide homeless people
with more support.
Understanding the problem +
removing the label.
Discuss it. Understand the issue
based on data. Gather data if not
available. Discuss local issues.
Examination of the extent of the
issue. Co ordination of services.
Personal information sharing.
Different programs (not one size
fits all).
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Continue to volunteer in community
house and get funding for them.
Focusing on the issues which cause
homelessness, it’s a consequence of
other issues.
I would engage the youth to stay in
school. Education is key.
Joining together to create social
change More funding to support the
communities of respect + equality (COPE).
Alliance addressing the underlying
drivers of violence against women +
children + gender.
Care + compassion. Support for the
plight of homelessness beyond rhetoric.
Break down of relationships loss of
accommodations options - 70 beds gone
- won’t take people - redevelopments.
Better support for families earlier
detection of dis engagement from
education better support families to stay
connected with communities.
Coordinated responses.
Do one small act of kindness each day.
Decreasing the stigma surrounding
homelessness. Providing a guaranteed
income for families.
Enable more housing options. Connect
with other people, minding young people
struggling with affordability of housing.
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3. What steps could the community take to eliminate
homelessness in our region in the future?
Funding / Volunteer / Education / Support / Awareness.

Homeless is a symptom of a deeper trauma or
intergenerational trauma. We must deal with that
before we can expect people to change their life

Focus of domestic abuse , mental health issues. Keep
kids in school.

choices.
Making the topic more open so people are aware of
the large quantity of people who are homeless.

We need to fix problems such as family abuse,
employment.
Prevent family violence before it starts - a social change

Raise awareness.

strategy that supports the community movement

Remove stigma - encourage support before

-COPE - where nearly 100 organisations are taking

homelessness occurs.

action - more support for action is needed and more

Lots of positive initiatives happening separately - need

members.
Fully understand the scope of the issue. Research best

to talk + work together more.

practice from across the globe especially countries

More education about causes + available help!

where homelessness does not exist - then select /

Education about respectful + safe relationships.

implement strategies.

Provide simple housing - ‘low maintenance’.

More housing , right kind - trauma support. Connect to
community / education / recreation. Break the cycle.

Shower bus.

Pressure on government to provide low cost stable

But why does homeless even exist?

housing.

Provide more support.

Crowd fund accommodation.

Allow more people to reality access the support they
require.

Ensuring jobs and incomes for parents of young
children. Lowering home prices.

Address the causes - family violence / mental health /
housing stress.

Support public and community housing. Act through
community groups to advocate for more supports

Coordination of services. Tailored packages. Teaching

housing.

of ‘life’ skills.
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4. If you had a magic wand, how would you tackle homelessness in
a comprehensive way?
Work form the ground up, meet people where they

Primary presentation. Building safe equal +

are rather than publicly, the expectation on them to

respectful societies.

‘walk through a door’ that society has rejected them all
through their life , why would they have the expectation
of sustainable support? But a magic wand would see
everyone on a equal / even playing field in support of
what they need.

Affordable housing - destigmatization of
homelessness.
Provide houses / flats etc. Look at what Haven
House safe does in Bendigo.

Allowing cheaper payments or contracts for people who
are becoming homeless.

Easy to say build more public housing - this needs
to happen but we need to avoid low income ‘ghettos’
also try to avoid moving people away from family /

Root cause analysis + start addressing the issues.

friends.

Give everyone a job.

Prevention - more sophisticated triage at entry.

Give everyone the same opportunity for employment that

Targets in funding agreements throughout rather

can contribute to housing!

than solution.

Provide heaps of housing.

Prevention - address trauma that often leads to

Ensure the availability of broad range of housing stock +

homelessness.

more flexible housing market to meet everyone’s needs.

Home first.

Individual packages for people with a case manager.

Provide more housing arrangements.

Different sectors make up homelessness from rough
sleeping + domestic violence, drug use , mental health.

Develop innovative housing supply solutions without
too much delay. Support the BRMC proposed to

Educate people and make them aware of the support out

develop in Ballarat Welcome Centre that will create

there.

housing option coupled with employment and

I would engage the youth to stay in school. Education is
key.

training opportunities on site especially for migrant
and refugee newcomers.

I would build share houses so they can start working to
then get on then get them on their feet to buy / rent a
house.
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An indication of how people are feeling with the
overall directions for this theme are…				
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
loathe It

lament It

live with It

like It

love It

We would be more comfortable if…				
More stats around trends, genders and more
information on the causes so we can tackle the
problem.

Want to do something to make a difference.
Less homelessness - More steps in place to help
homeless people get jobs + break the cycle.
Less homeless.

A more comprehensive approach - what changing +
addressing what is causing it.

There needs to be more preventative support less stigma
attached.

I don’t really understand what the solutions are or that
are on offer.

Thorough examination to identify the extent of the
problem in order to tailor specific solution and packages.

Need to find better ways to reduce rent stress before it
leads to homelessness.

comfort levels
I love It

I am 80-100% comfortable with this option.
Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I am very happy.

I like It

I am 60-80% comfortable with this option.
Some small changes required but I am mostly happy.

I can
live with It

I am 40-60% comfortable with this option.
Some changes are required but I can accept it as it is.

I will
lament It

I am 20-40% comfortable with this option.
There are lots of changes required.

I loathe It

I am 0-20% comfortable with this option.
It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working at all.
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health
Graffiti Wall
Participants offered a number of insights in the Health market place as follows:
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Adult play
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activity fun.
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Opportunity for
volunteers to support
young people be healthier
/ more active e.g. school
with more ‘working
students’ with students
‘with less’ as part of
schools community
service program.

Teach people how to
cook healthy.

One health service physical / mental.
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health
booklet
Participants offered feedback on questions raised in this topic:

1. What stands out for you from the information you’ve received
and the conversations you’ve participated in so far?
Really appreciate the suggestion re taking positive +

A whole community issue. Need prevention as the first

encouraging healthy lifestyles rather than focusing on

priority to flip the system and address the cause. Many

what is ‘wrong’

interconnections across systems. Address inequalities

Lots of people are only talking about physical health
while mental health is just as important.

first? E.g. Housing ,$$, food, family then healthy will
come!
A strong focus on physical health, whilst this is

Future health.

absolutely important, health conversations need to
be inclusive of mental health. The two are intrinsically

Lots of talk and lots of plans but not much yet

united.

happening.
My experience is that public health needs a major
overhaul of the bureaucracy. Just today I spoke with
fellow health services. They said they rang me 5 times
but did not leave a message. When I said why not?
Their response - our policy is not to leave a message takes too much time

The need to encourage incidental exercise through
active transport, rather than relying on people going
specifically to play a sport or whatever, encourage
them to walk to work, cycle to work, walk to the station
or bus stop. Do this by investing in walking , cycling
infrastructure and public transport. Also - respiratory
issues caused by petrol and diesel fumes, the above

Link between mental health and motivation lifestyle

will help with this , but there is also a need to transition

identified by kids.

buses & trains to electricity.

That everything is focused on weight of humans and

So much good will in the organisation in this

different disease on mental health.

community - who wants to make a difference.

The high rate of health problem in regional areas.

The increasing risks with obesity and demands (present

How are we servicing emerging communities? Cost
is a factor - lots of lads wrote ‘free’ on the board.

+ future) on the health services and associated social
costs to the community.

Families want their kids to participate but if you aren’t

That many of these subjects are interconnected.

good at sports, what’s the alternative to be active?

FCp transport to gyms. Living longer, living stronger
programs.

Lots of good ideas from young people. Need for
information about what being healthy is - especially

More understanding of the causes is necessary-

what a healthy looks like - people think overweight is

Change health funding model to $$ to prevention -

‘normal’ and normal is too ‘skinny’

advocacy.
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...continued

How high pre obesity and chronic illnesses are in Ballarat.

The thing that really stands out to me so far from

Lack of prevention strategies.

the health sector is how there is 61% of people in
Ballarat are in pre obesity or obesity and how it is

The high obesity in school in senior aged children.

such an avoidable thing.

Health is a priority and prevention is the most cost
effective way for communities to address the problems
associated with obesity - $500 is not a lot to invest
to achieve amazing results. It’s not just ‘health’s’
responsibility to work towards good health, it is an issue
in schools, workplaces, businesses and wider community.
Health is becoming such a big problem and no one is
noticing.

50% of Vic is obese or pre obese. High level of
people in poor range of health. How only 5%
increase in the number of people meeting healthy
eating criteria can make a huge positive impact.
There is a lot of respect around diet + exercise +
obesity it would be good to see the prevention lab
looking at some very innovative approaches. In
France they run very successful campaigns around

Health has been a big issue in our district of society.
We need to be able to implement effective ways to
communicate these problems and attempt to fix them.

no snacking - it’s bad for your health - its frowned
upon - it is similar to quit campaign. I think this is a
direction we need to go in.

All of these issues are connected.
Young people expressing similar issues / solutions as
what health sector have identified. Massive gaps +
collaboration to focus on solution.
Prevention lab - like the sound of it, need more detail.
There is a lack of doctors who would come to rural areas
for work - rural people disadvantaged! Farmers, residents
and city people looking for a sea change.
How these health issues with other issues impacting
youth - isolation, homelessness, vulnerability, crime etc.
How unhealthy percentage of youth is?
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2. Our target is a 5% increase in the number of people meeting
healthy eating and physical activity guidelines in our region. How
could you or your group/organisation help to achieve this target?
Describe any ways you think you could make a difference.
Mental health + addressing these needs to be considered

Adopt health and wellbeing programs for staff (and

integral part of solution.

maybe families / friend) triage social clubs and

Offer free exercise sessions like cardio workout groups
and sports. Many people love the idea of doing sports
but cannot afford it . Also offer health / sport classes for
adults as most are for children.
Review aged care facilities and check the health and
wellbeing of these people.

walkers.

encourage mode shift to active transport - cultural
shift to reduce reliance on cars.
Local government roles to develop recreation spaces.
LGA influence through sporting clubs to educate connectivity paths, tracks , work / ride safely.
Increase awareness of ‘junk food’ . Organic foods

We can maybe get together more groups to get people
involved. Maybe free fitness sessions.
Community 24hrs gym -eating healthy foods - education
- community engagement on the health issues.

being more accessible. Free session with dietitian to
large groups of the community.
Educate children of a young age about the impacts
‘junk food ‘ has on your day to day lives. Provide
alternatives to junk food that are still affordable.

Scouts! We love the outdoors and being active. I started
a new troop with SES / foster kids in Ballarat but lots of
families, especially CALD emerging communities, can’t
afford it. We need better equipment.
DHHS and DET have many great resources and evidence
of what works that can be built on.

Continue to invest in prevention - promote
awareness in industries + sectors other than health
sector.
Advocate the necessity to be involved in a sports
organisation or take part in some sort of physical
activity from a young age. Making sure physical and

Make it easy for people to be active + eat well -cost simple education. Accessibility. Amongst comfortable
social networks.

dietary standards are met effectively.
Stop as many fast food ads. These companies are
spending millions of dollars just to advertise and it is
proven that children know fast food better than well

School programs supporting existing curriculum.
Mandate & measure policy compliance on healthy
events & sports participation. Invest in additional sports
& recreation facilities across region. Local community
facilities allowing individuals for engagement by small

Central Highlands Regional Assembly 2018

(take a leadership role) within the community to

healthy eating etc. LGA improving safe + accessible

Perhaps promote the local cemetery as a destination for

groups.

community group participation in the workplace.

known intelligent people.
Already involved but continuing to advocate for
prevention + get it on the agenda of all sectors to
make systemic change.
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...continued
Access to health + wellbeing program for low socio
economic.
As a council or regional partnership apply for funding for
outdoor exercise equipment.
If we had single message / common policy could be
significant.
Peer schools - lapping into schools community service
programs.
I am from Victoria, were interested in linking up with
agencies around prevention to divert people / children away
from justice system.
I think that my group, being the school group, we could
easily improve the number of people meeting healthy eating
and physical activity by 5%. I think that the easiest way
currently for us to change this is to get our voice heard and
create movements to show others the right way to do it.
Community garden. More sporting communities. More
affordable access to gym equipment. More university based
sporting teams. Incentives - reward cards.
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3. Is there anyone within your professional/personal networks
who could help lead this change? List them below. Describe how
they could assist and how we can get in touch with them (if
known)
Food party for small rural

VicRoads, Police, Council, Health

Hanlon B.G. Also Ballarat

communities - connect these with a

agency - promote campaign to change

Clarenda Loreto, st Pauls,

small café.

behaviour to encourage greater

Phoenix but I don’t know

participation in wellbeing / cycling /

contacts.

Community houses could hold more
healthy exercise classes.
Yes, everyone can help deal with this
problem - try to get help.
Regional commissioner, Western
Wambat Lyons, State Commissioner,
diversity + industry.
DHHS staff led by Monica Kelly.

public transport. Benefits - improved
health / reduced demand for road
space / broader community benefits.

active living - city of Ballarat. I would

to the younger generations

be pleased to contribute - forum Bd

and seen as the future to

Nb, B.H.S - I have some insight onto

older generation who can

acute cause versus preferential cause.

make a change for the better

Call for community involvement - it is

bulldogs ‘sons of the west’ - program

ill-health.

Mental health - self value - healthier
choice - motivation - people don’t
function in ‘silos’.

this to mental health.
Amy Rhodes - media + comms at
Ballarat City Council - promote

centres / sports club.

Jack Ward - student at Aravat college young key leaders is so important.

resource to ensure a gender lens is

Cheaper farm land for young ones

applied in this area. We need to move

trying to own their own farm -

away from obesity + BMI language

ministers.

people and ‘body shame’ - should
focus on behaviours.

No

Maybe even councilors to help linking

message through council channels.

re healthy living. Obesity excludes

if our choice is heard.

Sports clubs / organisations. Doctors.

Local gp’s / maternal & child health

Women’s health Victoria are a great

assist in this movement as
we are seen as role models

not just health sector which is largely

regions.

of St Patricia college can

At executive management sport +

Addressing Men’s health - Western
is fantastic. Promote more in the

I think everyone in my school

Ballarat grammar has a great
community service program - may be
interested in offering something Matt
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An indication of how people are feeling with the
overall directions for this theme are…				
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
loathe It

lament It

live with It

like It

love It

We would be more comfortable if…				
Maybe more education on different diseases or

Many leaders involved in previous lab workshops

maybe more funding for research.

would love the keen grass roots level workers involved

Knowing more about the lads, seeing ideas on board
tested with the kids through a genuine co design

in process + solutions as they won in understanding
the space. Also include young people in discussion
more as they can help to address issue + drive change

process using local facilitators. There are some
excellent local co design + photo typing services in
Ballarat.

- innovative thinkers.
Health and wellbeing, new migrants or young people

As noted in Q3. more of a gender lens being applied.
Less focus on obesity + BMI + more on healthy

being able to acquire land to farm or grow fruit +
veggies e.g.. Soldier , settlements.

behaviours we want to increase. We really need to

I think what would make me more comfortable

take a long term approach + stop thinking short term

with getting my choice heart Is if it becomes a more

projects will show measurable results etc. I would

inclusive program for all youth in sectors. I also think

love to see a long term collective impact approach that

if more opportunity was given and it becomes a larger

values incremental measures + reflection rather than

program. I think all these changes would make more

trailing projects looking for what works

comfortable with getting our voices heard . This will

Multi - agency approach to develop a strategy for a
campaign to focus on getting people out of car and
adopt ‘active transparent’ commitment - benefits all

create a better more equal future.
comfort levels

round.
I would like the health working group to include

I love It

I am 80-100% comfortable with this option.
Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I am very happy.

I like It

I am 60-80% comfortable with this option.
Some small changes required but I am mostly happy.

I can
live with It

I am 40-60% comfortable with this option.
Some changes are required but I can accept it as it is.

leaders from all sectors + settings. Health is not just

I will
lament It

I am 20-40% comfortable with this option.
There are lots of changes required.

the responsibility of the health sector.

I loathe It

I am 0-20% comfortable with this option.
It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working at all.
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digital
Graffiti Wall
Participants offered a number of insights in the Digital market place as follows:
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digital
booklet
Participants offered feedback on questions raised in this topic:

1. What stands out for you from the information you’ve received
and the conversations you’ve participated in so far?
Business hubs with libraries. Digitally connected -

What’s planned for rural communities?
A lot of people are sharing the same problems as me
(slow Internet).

drive innovation collaboration entrepreneurship +
decreased isolation. Where there aren’t libraries
create a space for both + service hub.

NBN will not be the answer everyone thinks it is.

Increased uptake of technology is a consequence of

Think about satellite Internet option.

improved connectivity and therein lies a complexity

The need to co ordinate the demise of retail with the
opportunity presented by technology to partner with
each other to grow together.

of dependency upon applications with little
understanding around future costs, being tied to a
particular brand of intellectual property embedded
in expensive assets (i.e. farm machinery), future

We are leaving the industrial era and beginning the

monopolies - it is unclear what shape the market of

technology era.

application will form but Victoria has an opportunity to
lead in this space.

Wondering where all the money comes from.
A lot of work in plan has been actioned.
The disconnect of digital connectivity between rural
and metropolitan areas.
Being connected is becoming more and more
important if people are connected then they will be
connected.
The importance of regional coverage in order to
support farming businesses. The huge benefit that
the tech hubs would be if they are accessible (50km or
less radius).
That there are assumptions about quality of service
that we need to check on. I loved the young peoples
comments + night - gaps - removal - regional - metro.
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2. What would change if your community had access to the same
levels of broadband as well-served metropolitan areas do?
As my community is small but I myself can find the
increased broad band beneficial to my VCE studies.

Work and study at home - more freedom.
Ability to study at home, rather than at Edenhope.

Lots of people would be able to work from home easier

Less pressure for my mother (accountant) to complete

and would be able to do homework.

bookwork.

Schools access to digital technology + resources

People could work remotely, less commuting - can

(electronic) would increase.

access technology - better balance of work / life

We would be more productive and constructive more

commitments.

to the economy and community. Black-spots that

A more equitable society which is an end in itself.

prevent us from taking calls or accessing the net act as

Disadvantage / disability can be addressed through

a brake on the regional economy.

accessibility in general but particularly through access

Not an issue - fallout but definitely an issue in farming /
remote areas.

to technology via connectivity.
Ease of.

The quicker the Internet the more schools that can
have technological devices as part of their education.
Costs for accessing data / speed would be significantly
reduced. Reliability would significantly improve. Ease
of doing business would be enhanced.
Business growth + decentralization of business activity.
Tourism opportunity for international travelers.
I think digital device for many families would lessen
access to running business from anywhere.
It would be cheaper -more cost effective.
More access to education and services that the Internet
provides.
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3. What are the top three ways you think digital connectivity will
improve the social and economic wellbeing of your community?
More general service. General improvement. A safer

People will be able to communicate better = KSS

community.

misunderstandings.

Being able to connect with people through social

Functionality of farming business. Web cam for long

media. People can communicate easier (phone calls ,

time.

texts).

Access for people in public spaces who can’t access at
home.

Access to information to improve access to
employment.

Allow access to services platforms to all. Allow
technological based industry / commerce to establish in

Health. Retail. Education.
More communication. More ways to spread networks.

region. Aid provision of government services.
Enable access to support services to allow peoples living

More reliable sources of information.
Improved use of available agricultural technology.
Improved financial + reliability profile to the use of
the Internet. Improved social connectivity improved
access to emergency services / or services during an

standards to improve. Increase efficiency of production
/ productivity + outputs. Enhance civic participation
across our community which improves ownership of
local projects, goals, aspirations and identity.

emergency.
Educate disconnected parts of region on the potential
opportunities. Allowing isolated areas to visit central
locations to use + experience high quality digital
connection.
Telehealth. Access to decision makers via
teleconferences. Access to training.
Efficiency in agriculture to improve productivity.
Opportunity for tourism to tell their story. Education
opportunity in our schools.
More access to education. More awareness of local
events. More interaction between public and council.
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4. How would your community use a Local Community
Connectivity Centre?
My community might not benefit from one as others as

Drop in centre could improve connecting in schools

much as my community is small.

- drop in centres provide a place for community to

People could do homework, make friends , play games
together and hang out.

engage + connect with each other.
Connect to other communities and help broaden

To help older people or non tech savvy people pay bills
on-line, do Internet searches or tech teach them how
to do these for themselves.

connectivity to other regions.
For all things from education to business functionality.
A 24/7 space.

Honestly I don’t think many would use it. Maybe a
small number of older people or those who can’t

Use to support community service organisations - use
to educate vulnerable community members who are

afford mobile data and rely on Wi-Fi. But it won’t
solve the issues most of us face. You’d never expect
a Melbournian to travel to a centre to access the net,
they’d demand it into their home and everywhere they
want around town. We demand the same.

isolated.
It would serve to define an area for connectivity within
our community - a place for youth to gather (our zone)
that isn’t restricted to business hours (e.g. a library). It
would raise awareness of the diversity of people within

I would allow for small independent business the

our community e.g. cultural + ethnic diversity LGBTQ.

opportunity to network learn and grow together.
For the youth to do homework from school. For
students to study.
Not sure what is meant exactly - but our local library is
a great hub for those who use Internet intermittently.
For business transactions - advertising + promotion meeting + interview - education opportunities.
Run back work activities for scouts. Connect across
Western region into HQ so we can access training +
input into NFP decision making.
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An indication of how people are feeling with the
overall directions for this theme are…				
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
loathe It

lament It

live with It

like It

love It

We would be more comfortable if…				
Improved broadband in Shelford + Golden Plains Shire.
It seems 5 agenda items were pre arranged. Would like to have discussed retail and the role of local government to
support and grow the area with technology.
A lot of talk + money spent so far - looking forward to seeing this translate to affordable / reliable / fast service.

comfort levels
I love It

I am 80-100% comfortable with this option.
Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I am very happy.

I like It

I am 60-80% comfortable with this option.
Some small changes required but I am mostly happy.

I can
live with It

I am 40-60% comfortable with this option.
Some changes are required but I can accept it as it is.

I will
lament It

I am 20-40% comfortable with this option.
There are lots of changes required.

I loathe It

I am 0-20% comfortable with this option.
It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working at all.
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agriculture
Graffiti Wall
Participants offered a number of insights in the Agriculture market place as follows:
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agriculture
booklet
Participants offered feedback on questions raised in this topic:

1. What stands out for you from the information you’ve received
and the conversations you’ve participated in so far?
Most of the focus is on small scale premium farming

The diversity of product we have to work with!
Genuine interest in promoting success in all areas
of the region, particularly youth involvement.

which I consider to be more tourism orientated. Large
scale commodity focused agriculture has its own
networks. What they can all benefit from is spreading
the word about the many job opportunities available

My interest in the agricultural conversation is
regarding the employment opportunities that exist
and are emerging / growing - in regional and rural
areas. To me, this represents one opportunity for
secondary migration of migrants and refugees
from urban centres to rural and regional areas. I
spoke with a few people about how the ‘match’

in agriculture.
Need for large under cover market to show our
product.
Strengths of the region - export - opportunities.
Agriculture = rural communities = Ag. How do we

can be made - between the opportunity and the

look after our farming families to keep the industry

individuals who could benefit from this kind of
move. Complexities are there in terms of ensuring
that migrants / refugees have responsive, on the
ground, support to navigate the many issues they
may face from: education / transport / navigating
service (Centrelink) / health / mental health /

strong? Links to mental health, social connection+
community resilience = $ in communities = skills,
businesses + innovation / for system + local food
system.
Excited about the land happening to support premium

English and many more. We need to be aware
that it is more than an employer /employee match

producers.

- it is a total fit for the community and that of

I came with agenda of understanding agriculture

individuals / families. I look forward to many more

crime which is under reported to police but appears

conversations regarding how to facilitate this ‘match

a hidden crime i.e.. Theft of sheep - further advanced

making’ process between migrants / refugees

and identified opportunities to investigate and there is

who want or need to settle regionally and the

a need to build relationships with.

communities who want to open their doors to these
individuals and recognise the contribution they can
make to their communities.
Farm land too expensive for young people
especially when they want to invest in land.
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A lot of different ideas.
The opportunities to educate young (and not so
young) people about the breadth of agricultural
industries, the diversity, the professional skill, the
varied enterprise models that are possible.
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...continued

The lack of attention farmers struggling to earn money get.
Region needs a strong + sustainable agriculture sector for
job, regional development + economic diversity (+ health
outcomes too).
The region is well placed with a diverse agricultural sector
and an opportunity to capitalize on its unique organic farm
produce and small produce market.
This is very very important.
People knew so little about farming!
1400 farm enterprises $243 million - changing food
landscape - desire to eat, live local - the R+D and knowledge
of producers to change the global landscape from local
produce - expose the future consumer ‘youth’
Agriculture has the biggest possibility of linking all the other
four focus areas and developing / supporting them.
That over half the region is used for ag. Production.
Met with rotary group from pyrenes who want to connect
young people in their programs to work on farm.
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2. How does the region benefit from having successful premium
producers in the Central Highlands Region?
Think global,act local (supply and energy local) is a

Good caring for our environment - healthy people +

multifaceted universal theme - we need to build supply

planet + meaningful jobs.

“locally” to be successful.

Premium - producers always promoting their produce

Yes promotion needs always important and ongoing.

other producers and their region - doesn’t discount
them.

Niche market need to be mindful of costs to
consumers.

B2B - paddock to plate - tourism economic dev. - more

They are good for tourism and some local employment.
Links to waste in quantities of food consumed which
links to Health agenda.

jobs - increasing career - pathways, entrepreneur.
Enterprise.
Visitor economy - drives visitors to the regio to
experience product. Makes it destination driver.
Paddock to plate. Food + wine is one of the top 6

Jobs - economic diversity.

drivers for reason to visit a region.

Tourism - healthier food - better use of land and

They are big traditional farmers.

resources.
Diversity, quality associated industries like tourism
+ hospitality job opportunities environment for
innovation.
Enhanced pride and identity of the region - we
have a brand of clean and sustainable and it is very
marketable!
More trade for the region.
Promote technician + innovation leadership - local jobs
+ investment - food security - export income.
Increases regional profit, new market, new customer
opportunities.
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3. What barriers are there for premium producers and
agriculture within the Central Highlands Region?
Manage scale + diversity of expectation among those

Diminished respect for farmers - lack of understanding

providing and for what purpose!

around the risks associated with production for

Jobs hard to fill - Lack of awareness - Vols. For funding
- Connecting not strong between each other. SHED
region - Language multicultural.

example - global prices - weather - land prices bureaucracy! Red tape! Rabid ‘animal welfare’ activism.
Failure to understand seasonality + the concept of ‘nose
+ tail’.

Co ordination of information.

How much of the money they actually earn from it.

Lack of farmers markets on regular basis - farm to
door supplies.

Climate change - attracting labour - costs to reach
market / competitiveness.

Scale. Government regulation. Over stringent OHS
and food safety requirements hamstring small farm
gate enterprises. Help with marketing and business
planning to reduce the risk of business failure.

Land use - commodity prices - planning - Australian
dollar - viability - trade barriers - climate and lack of
government support.
Red tape that limits innovation.

Logistics - supply of quantities. - consumer
understanding of the nature of the product + how

Career pathways ‘educated ‘ people . Untapped

someone wants to sell it (e.g. farmer selling entire

resource of young school leavers + unemployed - get

lamb not portion).

them on forums.

Export business - employment - lack of / difficult in

The word ‘premium’ sounds unattainable / unafordable

finding people to fill the job.

- recognizing local produce as a choice - energy - tech -

Need to be a ‘jack of all trades’ - business skills / tech
skills / efficiency + large scale to survive and thrive.

digital access economy.
Awareness of depth of product. Labeling of product in
retail areas - replace it -clear where the product comes

Infrastructure.

from.

My interest in agriculture theft, we want to learn to
help prevent this to help agricultural partners have a
healthy business.
Lack of branding for the region.
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4. What opportunities are there to improve support and services
offered to our premium produce enterprises across the region?
Skills essential that goes beyond

Create local ‘teams’ - mentor to

producers - so many people

production to make the commodity

assist producers with above, living +

do not know what goes on at

into a product. Forums / Places that

working in local communities that

a farm.

link producer with the consumer both

really don’t rely on ‘selling services

home + commercial.

or products’. Support women to

Multicultural options for jobs - kids

lead + participate fully.

Services Hub - business
collective network.
Environmental scan to

growing - AG tourism - Shop front

Link with build relationships with

connect producers to places

- Export - Ecoden at LGA’s (more

local, regional police.

to manufacturers - exporters -

support). Training - sales, inventory.
‘Hub’ not-ness. Physical - Improve
‘careers’ innovation ; tech.
Education for youth to understand
and gain first hand knowledge of
opportunities in agriculture and agri
research e.g. ‘defying the drift’ a
program for 15, 16 year olds in rotary.
Google or defying the drift district 9780
or ruralsupport.org district 9780
Immigration, overseas people looking
for ag. Jobs or would like to farm a
piece of land e.g.. Soldier settlement.
Regional tourism promotion. Access
to market information. Help with
streamlining regulatory requirements
for setting up businesses.
Better understanding by community
of increase costs for small scale
production goods - campaign - buy less
buy better.
Diversity - collaboration.

Regional marketing + branding -

serving farms.

reduced regularity measures for

Create clearer career

small producers.

pathways ag = career. The

Reliable accessible digital
connectivity to be efficient we
deserve efficient platforms of
technology. Better roads + rail.
Reliable energy supplies and

budget allocation of $16.1m
is a positive opportunity to
grow international markets
response / put our region on a
world stage.

upgraded energy infrastructure.
Processing in the same region as
production.
More land is being sold.
Roads - Technology / innovation
sharing.
Remove risks as above.
Ensure our producers are
recognised, involved and
appreciated.
Keep promoting them at all times
- not just premium producers - all
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An indication of how people are feeling with the
overall directions for this theme are…				
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
loathe It

lament It

live with It

like It

love It

We would be more comfortable if…				
Opportunity to share ‘defying the drift’ within youth forum
with all other education options e.g. DTD committee
Invite more established profitable business from the region
to share their experience.
Make each council accountable for new agricultural growth
+ work with relevant state bodies - more cross pollination
between local councils. - Moorabool Shire to develop a plan
for premium produces within the shire - in consultation
with the producers.

Community supported agricultural models.
Community respect for the people who farm!
Niche marketing - support.
More detail - more substance - less bureaucrats more farms and small businesses.
Climate - land - environment - where is the care
rather than the take or develop.

comfort levels
I love It

I am 80-100% comfortable with this option.
Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I am very happy.

I like It

I am 60-80% comfortable with this option.
Some small changes required but I am mostly happy.

I can
live with It

I am 40-60% comfortable with this option.
Some changes are required but I can accept it as it is.

I will
lament It

I am 20-40% comfortable with this option.
There are lots of changes required.

I loathe It

I am 0-20% comfortable with this option.
It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working at all.
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wishing and wondering
Towards the end of the Assembly , participants worked together to identify what they were left ‘wishing and wondering’
about the conversations they had just completed.
What does a thriving premium

How do we make available

produce sector look like?

collaborative co-working spaces in

How the health lab will work and
how it connects into other parts

every small town and community.
What if we re-imagine the “library”?

of the strategy like digital and

BWEZ could be a global centre

Youth

homelessness

for companies that value green

The connections made.

Let’s think bigger - renewable

Hydrogen storage and fuel? How?

powered housing developments
How can we ensure the various

credentials - Mars is leading the way
How to improve mental health
rather than just physical health

How to ensure mental health is

projects are not isolated but link

Eliminating or reducing

included in the health prevention

together

homelessness and obesity are

work
More of an integrated and primary
prevention focus on addressing the
causes of homelessness.
Concrete ways for organizations to

Apprenticeships for older youth and
young men and women
Waste to energy. Can Ballarat be the
hub for western vic?

contribute to different actions

We need to tell the real stories

The values of our community...

Missed opportunities in innovative

How do you prioritise
How can we effectively connect
those who need services most to
the resources to make this possible?
Are there any options or things for
us as a local community that we
can take part in and do to help the
situations
How can we get a connected device
in the hands of every school kid
Hydrogen trains, how do we get
hydrogen trains?

concepts in renewables
Hydrogen City - here we come
Educating New ag businesses on
how to best find and utillise supply
chain

outcomes if work together to solve
them.
What educational programs can be
implemented to help improve these
areas
Obesity is the new smoking
Link between key areas - agriculture
and health
If we know what it looks like how do
we do it?
Renewable Energy is bigger than

Can we get a solar bulk buy?
There needs to be more physical
transport and Internet connection
between rural areas
How can we help communities that
want to reach zero emissions to get
there faster?
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Look at waste and pollution not just
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Overwhelmed
How do we benefit from a vpp in
Ballarat?
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How can we localize big national
issues
Education is important for adults
and children.

Inspiring atmosphere
Why don’t we have a long term
strategy
State uses an average of 31GW total

We don’t have to solve everything

energy. 40% renewable = 2.3 GW

but keep talking about it and making

Where is the rest coming from?

small improvements
Current mortgage stress - expect to
go up
If people don’t act in silos then
how do we, as government, ensure
multiple outcomes at scale
Where to from here?

What long term strategies are going
to be enforced?
What action can I take? Even just to
contribute a little
More joined up service - money is
not being used as best as it could?
When will Govt Support our

How do we get the understanding of
homelessness not only being a guy
on the streets
Improving connections between
primary producers and consumers?
Interconnection between themes how to address these challenges?
Will the state support our
aspirations for becoming Australia’s
first Hydrogen City ??
How do we become a hydrogen
powered region?
How can we as a society help

Homelessness is more than

Renewable Energy Training Facility

How can problems real? Important

someone on the streets...

At Fed Uni?

enough to solve in the long term

You can hear our voices. But will you

How can we change the mental well-

Lack of transport options in rural

do anything about these problems

being of the younger generation

areas

What ways will we continue to be
updated on the progress in our
communities

region wide?
How can I get a battery?

class citizens to Ballarat

How can we work together more

What happens now?

Why can’t Alstom build hydrogen

on a larger scale to make a greater

trains in Ballarat. They do in

impact in health?

Germany!!
How do we reach young people
How do we capture the momentum
of this Assembly and get the people
in the room to continue working
towards change
We need to address the relatively
poor educational outcomes
Focus on prevention? Money is
focused post the event eg once
homeless
How to we integrate young people
into the discussion on obesity to
help come up with solutions?

Rural communities can be second

How can youths like me get further
involved with these important

How can youth help in these issues

issues.

Education feeds into all 5 key topics,

How we can improve and help

but wasn’t one in itself.

resolve these situations and

Bailey, is that a phone call for you??
How digital connectivity is going to
change within the next 20 years.
What programs are going to be
enforced?
How will my input impact upon

predicaments on a community and
small local based level
Surprised by prevalence of
homelessness.
What about a national renewable
energy training centre???

outcomes. How do we ensure that

What will actually be achieved?...

popular opinion does not override

how the information will be collated

an evidence based methodology.

and transcribed into actionable,

Some of the issue are really big,
need more conversations.
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What does safe sleeping look like?
We really need a long term strategy
for renewable energy to be able to
attract the investors and ensure our
planet’s future. While governments
can change the policy, we will be left
flip-flopping until it’s too late.
What can we do to improve the
overall well-being of the community
Do you build cheaper housing?
How do we access and better use
data, more open data
How to tackle the determinants?
Housing, employment
How can student voice be heard
more often?
Multiple levels community
government need to work bigger
How to make connectivity for all
We need GNeT to lead our transition
to a low carbon economy and
Ballarat to be a hub

preventive health program in local
communities
Waste management
Agriculture is so complex but not
well understood
Get homelessness on the public
agenda

What’s the small wins
How can we be further involved?
How can we get mobility as a
service?
Wishing for more immediate action
to address crises
Education as a focus area?

Have we really been heard? I think
we have!
What will happen next?
How can I trade energy with my
neighbor?
Things that cross over multiple
areas - how do we get them done?
Invest in more public housing
Wishing they would acknowledge
differences in opportunities in

What’s next?
What will be next in improving
homelessness services
WHAT AN EVENING!!!
Practical on the ground plans for
small communities
Where do we go now?
Who will do this? Who will own and
drive it?

smaller communities
Where do we go from this
What will happen next?

How can we improve the knowledge
of agriculture and its exports and
influence on society?
How do we make sure something
happens
Who will commit to these ideas
Small progress is still progress
How schools can be better with
energy
How this information is going to be
interpreted?
How will our voices be heard
Who can take carriage of the
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a final word
While we were closing the Assembly participants were invited to note, in a single word, how they felt about the event.
The ‘Wordle’ image below gives a representation of the words that were used the most drawn from the set of words
below.
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R e p o rt p r e pa r e d b y:

www.mosaiclab.com.au
PLEASE NOTE: While every effort has been made to
transcribe participants comments accurately a small
number have not been included in this summary
due to the legibility of the content. Please contact
Keith Greaves at Keith@mosaiclab.com.au for any
suggested additions.

